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HAVING LIVED IN DUBAI FOR THE PAST 13 YEARS, the notion
of escaping on an all-important winter-sun holiday had, well,
sort of escaped me. But before moving here, when I’d grown
long-accustomed to the arctic climes of a UK winter, I’d stare
longingly through travel agent windows as they advertised
sun-kissed vacations in temperatures and destinations I could
only dream of. Then, when I moved to Dubai, where winter
weather rarely drips below 20 degrees during the day, there
was far less call to seek sunshine elsewhere.
However, after Covid-19 played havoc with my travel plans
and I, like so many of us, have spent most of the last few
months indoors and not abroad on some far-flung travel whim,
I have a serious itch to just go Ω go anywhere, just get me out
of here, please. I want to go somewhere sunny, somewhere
exotic, somewhere I can literally taste the adventure. I want
to reawaken my travel senses and nurture my curious soul.
And so, while winter sun holidays are usually focused
around a tropical beach, we’ve scratched beneath the surface
to bring you warm winter wanderlust somewhere a little less
ordinary. Find out what it is about Madagascar, Costa Rica and
Marrakech that made the cut in Here Comes The Winter Sun
on page 34.
In this issue, I also speak to Federico J. Gonzalez, CEO of
Radisson Hotel Group, about optimism and opportunity in
the travel industry; celebrate a space-travelling canine’s 50th
anniversary with Omega; and discover why Kyoto’s the city
on everybody’s wish-list, from hoteliers to holiday-makers.
Until next month, may your travels be rich, wide and
wonderful wherever they take you...
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DISCOVER JOURNEYS OF ASIAN SPLENDOUR
ON THE SHORES OF PALM JUMEIRAH.

destinations
T H E W O R L D ’ S M O S T D E S I R A B L E L O C AT I O N S

Encounter a blend of island luxury with vibrant city life for your seamless
vacation. Anantara The Palm Dubai Resort oﬀers all the elements for a great
escape – whether for days of seaside romantic bliss or fun-ﬁlled family
adventure.
Stay in spacious rooms or villas that reﬂect the Thai origins of Anantara,
whilst embracing the lavish opulence of this ground-breaking destination.
Laze by your private inﬁnity pool or step into the shimmering lagoons straight
from your room. Exquisite gastronomy awaits at our ﬁne dining venues.
Experience a traditional Turkish Hammam or one of our signature therapies
in the soothing surrounds of Anantara Spa. Delight in a coastal paradise
overlooking the glittering city lights of Dubai.

LIFE IS A JOURNEY. Visit anantara.com

ANANTARA THE PALM DUBAI RESORT
P.O. BOX 71607, EAST CRESCENT, PALM JUMEIRAH, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
T +971 4 567 8888 E resdubaipalm@anantara.com
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BAY OF DREAMS
The thought of escaping
the confines of one’s
current surrounds sounds
incredible right now. Look
further than the usual
winter-sun suspects to
be rewarded with a fresh
take on a winter break: a
rich heritage in Marrakech,
animals in Madagascar and
stylish seclusion in Cyprus
(pictured).
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From Costa Rica to Marrakech and Cyprus to Vietnam,
dive into our feature on winter sun escapes for those
seeking something a little less ordinary
Escapes: Make the most of your holiday with these
incredible winter offers, from Paris to Koh Samui

heReCoMesthewInteR

sUn
If there was ever a time to
escape the day-to-day, it is now.
So, plan your winter sojourns to
somewhere a little less ordinary
and let travel nourish your soul
WORDS: Georgie Bradley
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CYPRUS
A SHORT-HAUL HOLIDAY
Nonchalantly cool and perfectly undone Cyprus is a treasure of secluded
coves, tame beaches and sun-bleached bars and restaurants. It has rightfully
earned its reputation as the ultimate easy beach destination – especially in
the winter once it is free of the summer crowds. What might not come so
easy – especially on holiday – is getting yourself up before the crack of dawn
for a tranquil sunrise view – Cyprus benefits from a spillover of the Middle
East’s oozing colours. But perhaps in a foreign destination you’d reason it as
worth the hassle.
Paphos in particular is one of Cyprus’ starring locations, marrying up
coasts and culture without overwhelming. Anassa, meaning breath in Greek,
is a hotel that prides itself on no-frills elegance (www.anassa.com). Beyond
the main district, in the slow pace hillside of Poli Chrysochous, Anassa is
a secluded sanctuary built on a reassuring palette of white and blue. From pool
villas to family friendly retreats, the hotel’s accommodation overlooks crystalclear waters. You can be as engaged in the local terrain as you want. The hotel
offers a visit to a nearby donkey farm, a local wine tasting experience and even
a pottery session. But if you just want to remain horizontal with the caress
of the salty breeze lulling you in and out of a daze, Anassa is fit for purpose.
Those who find sunbathing a bore will be pleased to know Paphos is also
a world-class spot for history and culture. The whole city is UNESCO-listed
and it is near impossible to turn without happening upon a reminder of the
city’s extraordinary past. Take the 16th-century Agia Kyriaki Chrysopolitissa
church, where the ruins of the Byzantine basilica it was built on still scatter
the approach or one of the largest draws is the district’s Archaeological Park,
home to Roman villas and fine mosaics. A stroll through the old town skips
through eras and influences from Venetian-fronts to 19th-century façades.
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